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1 Background
Applicants Name: Elad Steinberg
Applicants Affiliation: Hebrew University, Israel
Application Name: RICH (git version e33dc679bb91d0fc32556bbe1076a903c13c4b6)
Programming Language: C++
Programming Model: Message Passing Interface (MPI)
Source Code Available: yes
Input data: test.cpp (see appendix)
Performance study: Performance Audit

RICH is a compressible hydrodynamic simulation on a moving mesh written in C++. The
customer stated that he has already done some optimization and is very much interested to get
general feedback about the performance of the application.

The analysis was performed on the customer’s system, which is a small cluster consisting
of different partitions. For the analysis, the partition exw1A was used, which consists of dual
socket nodes with Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2670 CPUs and 64 GB. The code was compiled with
gcc 4.8.4 and built with Open MPI 1.6.5. For the analysis the code was instrumented with
Extrae 3.4.3 and PAPI 5.4.3.0.

2 Application Structure
Four runs with incresing number of nodes were performed and traces were obtained for all of
them. All runs showed the same general behaviour as can be seen in Figure 1. Two phases with
slightly different behaviour can be identified here: First, an initialization phase where the load
balance is determined and in which MPI_Reduce_scatter operations dominate (yellow parts in
the trace). Second, a calculation phase of 50 iterations.

3 Focus of Analysis (FoA)
The calculation phase of the application in the provided input performing 50 iterations takes
over 80 % of the runtime in all runs. The user stated, that in a production run the computation
phase would take even four orders of magnitudes longer. So we select this second phase as
a whole as our Focus of Analysis (FoA). Zooms of the FoA for the 8 node run are shown in
Figure 2.

4 Scalability
A weak scaling experiment was performed on the customer’s system running RICH with 16,
32, 64 and 128 MPI processes on 1, 2, 4 and 8 nodes. Times for the instrumented and unin-
strumented runs are reported in Table 1. The overhead of obtaining the traces is found to be
between 2.1 % and 5.5 %. The weak scaling efficiency from 1 to 8 nodes is around 80 %.
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(a) 1 node, 16 MPI ranks

(b) 2 node, 32 MPI ranks

(c) 4 node, 64 MPI ranks

(d) 8 node, 128 MPI ranks

Figure 1: Paraver timeline views of the entire four analysis runs. Time goes fom left to right
and is scaled the same in all pictures. MPI processes go from top to bottom. Colour indicates
MPI communication. Black is user code, red MPI barrier synchronization, brown MPI group
communication and aquamarine MPI Probe calls. The initialization and production phase can
be differentitated clearly by the long group communication in the first phase.

(a) Zoom of the entire FoA from time 34.302 566 s to 205.578 961 s

(b) Zoom of one iteration in the FoA from time 108.404 367 39 s to 111.741 244 96 s

Figure 2: Paraver timeline zoom in views of the run with 8 nodes, 128 MPI ranks. Time goes
fom left to right. MPI processes go from top to bottom. Colour indicates MPI communication
as in Figure 1.

5 Efficiency
In this section certain performance metrics are discussed, which are related to fundamental
performance issues. They can take values between 0 % and 100 %, where higher values are4
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# nodes # MPIs time in s time instrumented in s overhead in % weak scaling efficiency in %

1 16 152.52 160.92 5.5 100
2 32 174.48 179.06 2.6 87
4 64 179.96 183.74 2.1 85
8 128 190.77 196.12 2.8 80

Table 1: Weak scaling results. # MPIs is the number of MPI processes.

better. “Scalability” efficiencies, i.e. IS, GE and IPCS, can also take values larger than 100 %
depending on the selected reference values. The metrics are mostly derived from the time the
application spends in different execution states. For an MPI code, these states are useful and
MPI runtime. In the former case, the cores are executing user code, i.e. doing useful work,
while in the latter case the application is executing code, which is related to the MPI runtime
system, as for instance doing communication or synchronising processes, and thus not directly
contributing to the application’s business logic. Table 2 shows the times spent in these states
within the FoA for the performed runs at different number of nodes and MPI processes. For the
following discussion of efficiency metrics, the four runs with 16, 32, 64 and 128 MPI processes
on 1, 2, 4 and 8, respectively, are used. Further, the single node run with 16 MPI processes is
taken as reference for the scalability metrics. Table 2 also list results for additional runs with
different process and node numbers, which will be used for further discussion in the later parts
of the report.

# nodes # MPIs start FoA end FoA runtime in s avg. useful time in s max. useful time in s

1 16 19.24 163.62 144.37 128.54 134.79
2 32 28.97 184.16 155.20 139.90 149.18
4 64 32.37 191.66 159.29 141.91 152.37
8 128 34.30 202.12 167.82 143.75 159.48

8 64 25.68 157.64 131.96 116.96 126.71
8 32 25.11 149.55 124.44 110.56 119.67
8 16 17.58 139.86 122.28 109.21 116.27
8 8 10.51 79.85 69.33 63.43 67.42
4 8 18.36 128.36 110.00 103.21 105.89
2 8 16.64 135.56 118.92 111.73 114.14
1 8 15.50 138.73 123.23 115.80 117.46

Table 2: Breakdown of application time spent in the execution state useful user code within
the FoA for the four runs. The average and maximum are understood to be taken across the
set of all MPI processes. The maximum execution time is assumed equal to be the maximum
execution time over the set. # MPIs is the number of MPI processes.

From the performed basic measurements the following performance metrics, which are sum-
marized in Table 3 for the FoA, can be derived:

Parallel Efficiency (PE) The parallel efficiency is defined as the ratio of the average useful
time over the total execution time.

Parallel Efficiency = avg(useful time)
max(execution time) (1)

The higher the parallel efficiency is, the more time the application spends doing user code, rather
than executing MPI functions or paying parallelization overheads in the runtime system. The
Parallel Efficiency is found to be between 86 % and 90 %, which is considered just acceptable.
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# nodes # ppn # MPIs PE LB ILB CE CS GE IS IPC IPCS

1 16 16 0.89 0.95 0.97 0.93 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.62 1.00
2 16 32 0.90 0.94 0.92 0.96 0.92 0.83 0.98 0.58 0.94
4 16 64 0.89 0.93 0.92 0.96 0.91 0.81 0.97 0.57 0.92
8 16 128 0.86 0.90 0.89 0.95 0.89 0.77 0.84 0.62 1.00

8 8 64 0.89 0.92 0.92 0.96 1.10 0.97 0.97 0.66 1.06
8 4 32 0.89 0.92 0.92 0.96 1.16 1.03 0.99 0.69 1.12
8 2 16 0.89 0.94 0.95 0.95 1.18 1.05 1.00 0.70 1.14
8 1 8 0.91 0.94 0.98 0.97 2.03 1.85 1.01 1.16 1.88
4 2 8 0.94 0.97 0.98 0.96 1.25 1.17 1.01 0.75 1.21
2 4 8 0.94 0.98 0.98 0.96 1.15 1.08 1.01 0.74 1.20
1 8 8 0.94 0.99 0.98 0.95 1.11 1.04 1.01 0.72 1.16

Table 3: Efficiency metrics for the FoA based on the times in Table 2, which are taken across
the set of all processes. The single node run with 16 MPI processes is taken as reference for
the scalability metrics. # MPIs is the number of MPI processes, # ppn the number of MPI
processes per node.

This means, that the application spends too much time in MPI runtime and too little time in
the execution of user code for this particular input dataset.

Load Balance Efficiency (LB) The load balance efficiency is defined as the ratio of the
average useful time over the maximum useful time for any rank.

Load Balance = avg(useful time)
max(useful time) (2)

The higher the load balance efficiency is, the lower is the difference between the maximum time
spend in executing useful instructions and the average time in executing useful instructions.
The achieved value of 90 % to 95 % is good but not perfect. We will further analyse the load
balance in the corresponding section.

Communication Efficiency (CE) The communication efficiency is defined as the ratio of
the maximum useful time over the maximum execution time for any rank.

Communication Efficiency = max(useful time)
max(execution time) (3)

The higher the communication efficiency is, the lower is the fraction of time that is spend in
MPI functions or in parallelization overhead during the execution of the rank that spend the
highest amount of time in executing user code. We find values from 93 % to 96 %, which is
good. We will further analyse the communication in the corresponding section.

Computation Scalability (CS) The computation scalability is defined as the ratio of the
sum of the useful time in the reference run over the sum of the useful time for a specific rank
count.

Computation Scalability = sum(useful time)reference

sum(useful time) (4)

The higher the computation scalability is, the lower is the additional required CPU time to
execute the user code with more ranks. The application shows with 89 % to 92 % just an OK
computational scalability. This means, that the total consumed CPU time increases with the
number of used resources.
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Global Efficiency (GE) The global efficiency is defined as the product of the parallel effi-
ciency and the computational scalability.

Global Efficiency = Parallel Efficiency × Computational Scalability (5)

The higher the global efficiency is, the higher is the overall scaling efficiency. The application
shows here with 77 % to 89 % bad to acceptable values.

Additional metrics based on the number of usefull instructions and cycles executed by the
CPU were obtained.

Instruction Scalability (IS) The instruction scalability is defined as the ratio of the sum of
the total executed instructions in the reference run over the sum of the total executed instruc-
tions for the parallel run.

Instruction Scalability = sum(total instructions)reference

sum(total instructions) (6)

The higher the instruction scalability is, the lower is the amount of additional work due to
parallelization overhead. The application shows here for the 8 node run with 128 MPI ranks a
not so good value of only 84 %. This indicates some kind of overhead or redundant work being
performed by the processes.

IPC Scalability (IPCS) The Instructions Per Cycle (IPC)1 scalability is defined as the ratio
of the sum of the total executed useful instructions over the sum of the executed cycles for a
specific rank count divided through the ratio of the total executed useful instructions over the
sum of the executed cycles in the reference run.

IPC Scalability = sum(useful instructions)
sum(cycles) /

sum(useful instructions)reference

sum(cycles)reference
(7)

The higher the IPC scalability is, the lower is the IPC reduction through the usage of more
ranks. For the basic scalability experiment we find here good values above 92 %.

6 Load Balance
The load balance metric shows good but not perfect values from 90 % to 95 % in the scaling ex-
periment across full nodes. There are two main causes for load balance issues: First, imbalance
in the amount of instructions (instruction imbalance), caused by work not being partitioned
adequately in the program, and second, imbalance in the speed of executing instructions (com-
putational imbalance), which is caused by different execution speeds of procesing elements, e.g.
due to different CPU frequencies, IPC variations or cache effects.

Looking at the instruction load balance (ILB), which is obtained from the CPU performance
counters, in Table 3 it can be seen, that the ILB and LB values are very close to each other
for all runs. This is a strong indication for instruction load imbalance being the cause for the
found slight overall load imbalance. Another evidence therefore is the fact, that all cores of the
Xeon processeor are operating at the same frequency. The observed frequency range goes from
2.9 GHz to 3.0 GHz for the FoA. Further, the IPC values in the useful code parts do not differe

1For an explanation see section 7.
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much across processes as can be seen from Figure 3. In the later figure the load imbalance
can also be seen visually in the middle part of the image where some processes are executing
usefull instructions longer than others. Lastly, the total L3 cache miss counts are found to
be very similar for all processes, which excludes differences in cache behaviours as a cause for
computational imbalance. (See also Section 7). Therefore, the observed load-imbalance stems
from an imbalance in the number of instructions across MPI processes.

Figure 3: Timeline view showing the IPC in usefull code parts for the selected single iteration.
Time goes from left to right, processes from top to bottom. Black color indicates the execution
of MPI runtime code.

7 Computational Performance
Modern CPUs as the Intel Xeon(R) E5-2670 allow the execution of multiple Instructions Per
Cycle (IPC) as they have multiple execution ports which can operate in parallel, e.g., floating
point addition and multiplication as well as logical operation at the same time. How efficient
the code makes use of the CPU can be measured with the IPC metric. The Xeon E5-2699 v3
has 6 internal ports and is capable to execute in best case 3 different arithmetic operations per
cycle. Therefore, the IPC limit for mixed floating point computation and logic code is 3 and
for floating point arithmetic 2. To get an impression of the CPU utilization and computational
performance of RICH, the IPC is determined for the useful code with PAPI counters. Only the
useful code is considered, as e.g., MPI library calls do internally busy looping and would thus
distort the IPC value of the application. In general, IPC values of 1 or above are good.

The found IPC values for the useful code in the FoA are between 0.57 and 0.62 for the four
runs with 16, 32, 64 and 128 MPI processes on 1, 2, 4 and 8 nodes, respectively. Figure 4 shows
the distribution of IPC in the useful parts of the code. These are sweet spots around 0.45, 0.55
and 0.7 which are found to make up for approximately 10 %, 20 % and 40 % of the useful time.
Overall these IPC values are not good since the theoretical peak IPC of the Xeon E5-2670 is
higher. A detailed IPC value distribution over the time of a single iteration can be seen in
Figure 3.

The cause for a low IPC value is often related to the memory system that cannot feed enough
data to the execution units of the CPU.

Therefore, additional scaling experiments were executed. The number of total processes was
kept constant to prevent different data distribution accross processes. The results are listed in
the lower parts of Tables 2 and 3. Obviously, the run using 8 MPI processes across 8 nodes,
i.e. one MPI process per node, stands out since the FoA runtime for it is around 50 % less than
for the reference run using 16 PEs on a single node! This run also shows a much better IPC of
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Figure 4: IPC distribution of the FoA for the useful code parts. Processes go from top to
bottom, IPC goes from 0 to 2 on the x-axis with a bin width of 0.05. Color indicates runtime
of code with a specific IPC. Color goes from light green to dark blue.

1.16. The explaination for this could be the limited memory bandwidth of a socket or the size
of the Xeon processor’s shared L3 cache.

To get more details here, the total L3 cache misses in the FoA were obtained. For the
runs with 8 PEs on one and on 8 nodes they were found to be 1.27 × 1021 and 1.12 × 1021,
respectively, and therefore very similar. The similarity of these values is a strong evidence for
memory bound behaviour of the code.

As we have a two socket system the 8 MPI process on 4 node run with 1 process per socket
would have been interesting, too. Unfortunately the very old operating system and software
stack on the cluster prevented fine grained control of process placement. So, it is not known, if
the two processes per node were run on a single socket.

8 Communications
RICH uses a wide variety of different MPI calls for communication. Table 4 provides an overview
of the time that the application spends in each of them.

# nodes # MPIs outside MPI MPI P2P MPI Barrier MPI Bcast MPI Reduce scatter

1 16 89.0 3.8 1.7 0.2 4.9
2 32 90.1 2.3 2.0 0.1 5.2
4 64 89.1 2.1 2.0 0.1 6.4
8 128 85.7 2.0 3.1 0.2 8.8

Table 4: Percentage of time spent in different MPI communiction routines in the FoA. MPI P2P
includes MPI_Isend, MPI_Recv, MPI_Probe and MPI_Waitall calls.
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As can be seen more than 85 % of the time are outside MPI calls for all four runs which is
good. The point-to-point communication calls (MPI P2P) MPI_Isend, MPI_Recv, MPI_Probe
and MPI_Waitall make up around 2 %. MPI barriers also account for roughly 2 % of the
application time. Most of the time is spent in 152 MPI_Reduce_scatter calls, which increases
with the number of cores up to 8.8 % of the total application time at 128 processes. The later
is a problem for the scalability of the application.

9 I/O
A quick analysis of the I/O behaviour was performed using a strace analyzer for the run on
a single node with 16 processes. According to this, the application does not output any user
written files. Instead it writes all output to stdout. This takes in total 0.029 639 s. So I/O is not
an issue of the application at this point. Nevertheless it has to be pointed out that outputting
to stdout in an MPI parallel program is not a good idea and could become an issue for runs
with more processes.

10 Summary of observations
The RICH code showed an OK weak scaling from 16 to 128 MPI processes with a scaling
efficiency of 80 %. Performance metrics were obtained for the selected FoA.The communication
efficiency good with around 95 %. The load balance was found to be above 90 %; this slight
load imbalance was identified as instruction imbalance. The IPC was found to be low with
values between 0.57 and 0.62. Additional scaling studies to get a better understanding of this
bad value give evidence that the code is heavily memory bound in its current state. For a run
with one process per node nearly a speedup of 2 was discovered in comparison to the same run
with all processes running on a single node. Looking at the MPI parallelization of RICH, the
limiting communication part is a MPI_Reduce_scatter operation.

Summarising, the main performance issues of RICH found in this performance audit are

• a bad computational performance with respect to IPC

• imperfect load balance

• MPI_Reduce_scatter operations, which can become an issue for further scaling beyond
the studied 128 processes.

We highly recommend to further analyse all or part of these issues in a performance plan
activity. The issue which should be addressed with highest priority the improvement of the
computational performance. The potential for further improvement through additional studies
is high.
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FoA Focus of Analysis.
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Inputfile
The following input file was provided and used for this performance audit:

test.cpp
1 #include "source/3D/GeometryCommon/RoundGrid3D.hpp"
2 #include "source/3D/GeometryCommon/Voronoi3D.hpp"
3 #include "source/3D/GeometryCommon/hdf_write.hpp"
4 #include "source/misc/int2str.hpp"
5 #include "source/misc/mesh_generator3D.hpp"
6 #include "source/newtonian/common/hllc.hpp"
7 #include "source/newtonian/common/ideal_gas.hpp"
8 #include "source/newtonian/three_dimensional/ConditionActionFlux1.hpp"
9 #include "source/newtonian/three_dimensional/CourantFriedrichsLewy.hpp"

10 #include "source/newtonian/three_dimensional/Ghost3D.hpp"
11 #include "source/newtonian/three_dimensional/Lagrangian3D.hpp"
12 #include "source/newtonian/three_dimensional/LinearGauss3D.hpp"
13 #include "source/newtonian/three_dimensional/PCM3D.hpp"
14 #include "source/newtonian/three_dimensional/RoundCells3D.hpp"
15 #include "source/newtonian/three_dimensional/SourceTerm3D.hpp"
16 #include "source/newtonian/three_dimensional/default_cell_updater.hpp"
17 #include "source/newtonian/three_dimensional/default_extensive_updater.hpp"
18 #include "source/newtonian/three_dimensional/hdsim_3d.hpp"
19 #include <boost/random/mersenne_twister.hpp>
20 #include <boost/random/uniform_real_distribution.hpp>
21 #include <iostream>
22 #include <vector>
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23 #ifdef RICH_MPI
24 #include "source/mpi/ConstNumberPerProc3D.hpp"
25 #include "source/mpi/SetLoad3D.hpp"
26 #include "source/mpi/mpi_commands.hpp"
27 #endif
28

29 using namespace std;
30 typedef boost::mt19937_64 base_generator_type;
31

32 namespace {
33 vector<ComputationalCell3D> GetCells(Tessellation3D const &tess) {
34 size_t N = tess.GetPointNo();
35 vector<ComputationalCell3D> res(N);
36 for (size_t i = 0; i < N; i++) {
37 double r = abs(tess.GetMeshPoint(i));
38 if (r < 0.2)
39 res[i].pressure = 10000;
40 else
41 res[i].pressure = 1;
42 res[i].density = 1;
43 res[i].velocity = Vector3D();
44 }
45 return res;
46 }
47 }
48

49 int main(void) {
50 #ifdef RICH_MPI
51 MPI_Init(NULL, NULL);
52 int rank, ws;
53 MPI_Comm_rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &rank);
54 MPI_Comm_size(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &ws);
55 size_t np = static_cast<size_t>(ws) * 10000;
56 Vector3D ll(-1, -1, -1), ur(1, 1, 1);
57 // vector<Vector3D> points = CartesianMesh(2,2,2,ll,ur);
58 vector<Vector3D> points = RoundGrid3DSingle(
59 RandRectangular(static_cast<size_t>(ws), ll, ur), ll, ur, 10);
60 Voronoi3D tproc(ll, ur);
61 tproc.Build(points);
62 points = RoundGrid3D(RandPointsMPI(tproc, np), ll, ur, 5, &tproc);
63 SetLoad(tproc, points);
64 Voronoi3D tess(ll, ur);
65 tess.Build(points, tproc);
66 #else
67 vector<Vector3D> points = RoundGrid3D(RandRectangular(np, ll, ur), ll, ur, 5);
68 Voronoi3D tess(ll, ur);
69 tess.Build(points);
70 #endif
71

72 vector<ComputationalCell3D> cells = GetCells(tess);
73 IdealGas eos(5. / 3.);
74 Lagrangian3D bpm;
75 RoundCells3D pm(bpm, eos, ll, ur);
76 ZeroForce3D force;
77 CourantFriedrichsLewy tsf(0.5, force);
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78 Hllc rs;
79 const IsBoundaryFace3D *boundary_check = new IsBoundaryFace3D();
80 const IsBulkFace3D *regular_check = new IsBulkFace3D();
81 const RigidWallFlux3D *rigid_flux = new RigidWallFlux3D(rs);
82 const RegularFlux3D *regular_flux = new RegularFlux3D(rs);
83 vector<std::pair<const ConditionActionFlux1::Condition3D *,
84 const ConditionActionFlux1::Action3D *>>
85 fc_vector;
86 fc_vector.push_back(std::pair<const ConditionActionFlux1::Condition3D *,
87 const ConditionActionFlux1::Action3D *>(
88 boundary_check, rigid_flux));
89 fc_vector.push_back(std::pair<const ConditionActionFlux1::Condition3D *,
90 const ConditionActionFlux1::Action3D *>(
91 regular_check, regular_flux));
92 RigidWallGenerator3D ghost;
93 // PCM3D interp(ghost);
94 LinearGauss3D interp(eos, ghost);
95 ConditionActionFlux1 fc(fc_vector, interp);
96 DefaultCellUpdater cu;
97 DefaultExtensiveUpdater eu;
98 TracerStickerNames tsn;
99 #ifdef RICH_MPI

100 ConstNumberPerProc3D procupdate(0.04, 1.5);
101 HDSim3D sim(tess, tproc, cells, eos, pm, tsf, fc, cu, eu, force, tsn,
102 &procupdate);
103 #else
104 HDSim3D sim(tess, cells, eos, pm, tsf, fc, cu, eu, force, tsn);
105 #endif
106 for (size_t i = 0; i < 50; ++i) {
107 // if (sim.GetCycle() % 5 == 0)
108 double load;
109 int ntotal;
110 load = procupdate.GetLoadImbalance(tess, ntotal);
111 if (rank == 0)
112 // std::cout << sim.GetCycle() << " " << sim.GetTime() << std::endl;
113 std::cout << sim.GetCycle() << " " << load << std::endl;
114 sim.timeAdvance2();
115 }
116 #ifdef RICH_MPI
117 MPI_Finalize();
118 #endif
119 return 0;
120 }
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